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Abstract: A novel design of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) feed antenna array with circular polarization (CP) and a high front-to-back ratio is described. The proposed CP array is achieved by using a compact CPW-slotline transition network etched in the ground plane. The measured results show that this kind of feeding method can improve the impedance bandwidth, as well as the axial ratio bandwidth of the CP antenna array and provide adequate gain. The proposed array can achieve a 6.08% impedance bandwidth and a 4.10% CP bandwidth. Details of the antenna design and experimental results are presented and discussed.
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1 Introduction

Circularly polarized (CP) antenna arrays with a single layer structure are very attractive in modern communication systems because of several inherent advantages, such as insensitivity to depolarization and reduced multi-path effects. However, these arrays usually suffer from narrow axial ratio (AR) bandwidths, and especially when the dielectric slab is thin, the performance of such antenna arrays will be greatly limited due to their low bandwidths [1]. To solve this problem, printed aperture antennas are commonly used since they can provide a wide CP bandwidth, but they exhibit a low gain due to their bidirectional radiation properties [2]. Bidirectional radiation not only results in a low gain in forward radiation but also wastes half of the input power in the backward direction. The multilayer substrate technique is another common method to improve the CP bandwidth and provides directional radiation [3]. Unfortunately, this approach, which requires complicated antenna structures, will not only increase the profiles of microstrip arrays, but also increases the manufacturing costs.

A CPW-fed microstrip antenna, similar to an aperture-coupled microstrip antenna, has a simplified structure with only two metallic layers. The electromagnetic energy can be coupled from the slot to the radiating patch. Furthermore, due to the slot cut in the ground plane, the electromagnetic energy within the cavity between the microstrip patch and the ground plane will be less confined, which lowers the quality factor of the cavity and in turn leads to a higher bandwidth [4]. This kind of antenna can be easily applied onto the surface of aircraft without influencing their aerodynamic configuration [5, 6]. The CPW-fed antenna also has several advantages over traditional microstrip antenna, such as easy integration with active and passive elements, high circuit density, low dispersion, low radiation loss, and avoidance of ground vias. However, CPW has been rarely applied to feed antenna arrays until now, with most research focusing mainly on linearly polarized slot antenna arrays and printed monopole antennas [7–9]. As mentioned above, these printed aperture antenna arrays usually have bad front-to-back ratio due to their bidirectional radiation properties. The previously reported CPW antenna arrays are based on a complex power divider [10, 11], which needs air-bridges and multilayer construction [12]. This kind of power divider will increase the total weight of the antenna array and complicate the design processing of the CP antenna array.

2 Antenna design

The geometry of the antenna is shown in Figure 1. An initial antenna back fed by a CPW-slotline network is pro-
posed. The circular antenna patch is dual-fed by two slotlines with transverse ends. The resonance frequency depends mainly on the radius of the circular patch. By selecting suitable lengths, the two feeding slotlines can have a length difference of one quarter wavelength and excite two orthogonal current components with the same magnitude and a $90^\circ$ phase difference on the circular patch surface for CP radiation.

The antenna patch and the CPW-slotline feeding network are placed on opposite sides of the substrate. This kind of antenna structure maximizes the use of space and can provide a broader bandwidth without using multilayer construction [4]. The low-cost FR4 substrate, $h = 1$ mm and $E_r = 4.4$, is used in experiments. The widths of the strip and slot of the CPW are set to be 3 mm and 0.3 mm respectively to make sure that the characteristic impedance of the CPW is 50 $\Omega$. For simplicity, the widths of all slotlines are also set at 0.3 mm and all antennas are simulated by the ANSYS HFSS 15.0 simulation software.

![Figure 1: Configuration of the initial antenna](image1)

**Figure 1:** Configuration of the initial antenna

A challenge in the design of CPW-fed arrays, the normal CPW feeding network needs CPW feeding lines with different characteristic impedances as well as air-bridge structures. Those requirements will enlarge the size of the feeding network, resulting in a difficulty to machine the antenna arrays. To reduce the complexity of the feeding network design, a feeding network based on a bridgeless CPW power splitter is thus proposed. The power splitter exploits the CPW odd mode, instead of suppressing it using air bridges, and it consists of one CPW-slotline T-junction and two slotline-CPW transition structures [14–16]. The CPW-slotline T-junction transforms the input CPW even mode to a CPW odd mode, and the characteristic impedances of the CPW and the slotlines within the junction are set to be 50 $\Omega$ and 100 $\Omega$ respectively in order to match the structure. The layout of the slotline/CPW transition, shown in Figure 2, has one slotline input port and one CPW output, with the two remaining ports terminated with simple stubs. By optimizing the geometric shapes of the two stubs, the CPW odd mode will be transformed back to a CPW even mode and a realized power distribution.

![Figure 2: The Slotline-to-CPW transition](image2)

**Figure 2:** The Slotline-to-CPW transition

### 3 Feeding network design

Antenna arrays prevail in point-to-point [13] communications because they can provide a high gain and better directionality. A $2 \times 2$ array based on the initial CPW-fed antenna is also proposed. Since a CPW feeding network poses

### 4 Antenna array design

By integrating the initial antenna with the CPW power splitter, a basic $1 \times 2$ array can be realized. Sequential rotation feeding is used to improve the array bandwidth, and the feeding network should be adjusted to provide proper spatial rotation and phase compensation for the left-hand
circularly polarized (LHCP) $1 \times 2$ linear array. Each element of antenna 2, including the patch and its feeding structure, is physically rotated $90^\circ$ anticlockwise from the previous element. Furthermore, to ensure the in-phase radiation of the two patches after the rotation, the total length of the feeding slotline of patch 2 should be one quarter guided wavelength longer than that of patch 1. By extending and rotating the basic $1 \times 2$ linear array by $180^\circ$, the proposed $2 \times 2$ array is constructed. The configuration of the proposed array is shown in Figure 3. As in the case of the $1 \times 2$ linear array design, a half-wavelength delay slotline is inserted before feeding patches 3 and 4 to ensure that the two linear arrays can still radiate in-phase. An important strength of the sequential rotation array is that the reflections caused by mismatched elements can cancel each other out at the corporate feed input terminal [17–19]. Therefore, the working bandwidth of CP antenna arrays can be improved. Figure 4 and Figure 5 denotes the simulated return loss and AR bandwidths of the initial antenna element and the $2 \times 2$ array. It can be observed that the return loss bandwidths remain almost the same but there is an improvement in the AR bandwidth with the $2 \times 2$ array.

5 Results and discussion

Figure 6 shows photographs of the $2 \times 2$ array. The measured and simulated return loss ($S_{11}$), AR and gain of the $2 \times 2$ array are demonstrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

The discrepancy is probably caused by fabrication errors and by the welds between the SMA connector and the CPW structure. The measured 3-dB AR bandwidth of the $2 \times 2$ array is $4.10\%$ higher from 5.660 GHz to 5.897 GHz and the measured impedance bandwidth is $6.08\%$ higher from 5.605 GHz to 5.957 GHz. The $S_{11}$ is lower than 10 dB over the whole 3-dB AR bandwidth. The array gains in the boresight direction are measured by using the substitute method with a horn antenna of known gain, the maximum...
Figure 7: Measured and simulated return loss of the proposed array

Figure 8: Measured and simulated gain and AR of the proposed array

The measured gain is 10.25 dB in the 3-dB AR bandwidth. The proposed design can be used as a unit block to form a larger array when a higher gain level is required.

Figures 9(a) and (b) depict the simulated and measured LHCP and RHCP radiation patterns of the proposed 2 × 2 array in the x-z (phi = 0°) and y-z (phi = 90°) planes at 5.8 GHz respectively. Good left-hand CP radiation is observed and the main beams are somewhat shifted away from the +z-direction due to the asymmetry of the CPW-slotline feeding network. Moreover, the front-to-back ratio of the proposed array is better than 18 dB in both the x-z and y-z planes.

The measured AR against azimuth angle of the initial antenna and the 2 × 2 plane array in the x-z (phi = 0°) and y-z (phi = 90°) planes at 5.8 GHz are shown in Figure 10. It can be observed that the CP microwaves radiate to +z directions.

In order to further evaluate the performance of the proposed design, a comparison between the 2 × 2 array and other similar arrays is shown in Table 1. It can be clearly seen that the proposed 2 × 2 array, with a simple configuration and a low profile, has an adequate gain within an adequate working bandwidth. Moreover, it is easy to fabricate owing to the simple structure and vialess single layer.
6 Conclusion

A novel $2 \times 2$ CPW-slotline fed CP microstrip array with high front-to-back ratio has been proposed. The validity of this design has been established by comparison with the experimental results on return loss, axial ratios, radiation patterns and gains of a CP antenna element and a $2 \times 2$ array. The present designs have simple geometries, thin planar profiles and are relatively easier to be fabricated because of their single-layer structure. Additionally, due to the thin substrate and the reduced metal use, the proposed design is very lightweight, only about 10.13 g (0.211 g/cm$^2$), which is a big advantage for aerospace applications.
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